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book review

T his� non-fiction� narrative�
is� a� fascinating� story� of� an�
investigation� by� a� real-life�

private�detective,�a� frank�history�of� the�
bitter� struggle� between� management�
and�labor�in�the�early�days�of� the�labor�
movement,� and� a� private� look� at� the�
strengths� and� weaknesses� of� Clarence�
Darrow,�the�great�defense�lawyer�in�one�
of� his� most� famous� cases.� It’s� all� true�
and�is�one�great�read.
The� book� begins� with� the� bombing�

of� the� office� of� the�Los Angeles Times�
on� Oct.� 1,� 1910.� Twenty� people� were�
killed� and� more� than� a� dozen� were�
injured.�Times� publisher�Otis�Chandler�
was� an� outspoken� opponent� of� the�
labor� movement.� For� nearly� 20� years,�
Chandler�had� lead� a� campaign� to�drive�
labor� unions� from� the� Los� Angeles�
area.� By� 1910,� business� leaders� and�
labor�unions� there�were� embroiled� in� a�
fierce�struggle.��The�Times�led�the�fight�
by� constantly� publishing� vitriolic� anti-
union�articles�and�editorials.�The�author�
describes�the�situation�as�a�reflection�of�
a� battle� that� was� occurring� across� the�
country� in� western� coal� mines,� New�
York�sweatshops,�and�in�the�operation�of�
transcontinental�railroads.��The�bombing�
of� the� Times office� further� intensified�
what� some�writers� described� as� a� class�
warfare.
As� an� indication� of� the� lack� of�

sophistication�of�local�law�enforcement�at�
the�time,�the�mayor�of�Los�Angeles�hired�
William�S.�Burns,�the�nationally�famous�
detective� who� headed� the� William� S.�
Burns�Detective�Agency,� to� investigate�
the� bombing.� Burns� had� more� than�
2,000� detectives,� but� Burns� decided� to�
personally�run�the�investigation�himself.�
The� details� of� the� investigation� are�
fascinating�and�the�investigation�is�even�
more� extraordinary� considering� Burns�
did� not� have� the� scientific� techniques�
and�communication�facilities�of�today.
The�investigation�eventually�led�to�the�

arrest�of�two�union�leaders�from�
the�national�headquarters�of�the�
Structural�Iron�Workers�Union�
in�Indianapolis,�brothers�James�
and� John� McNamara.� The�
book� offers� a� disturbing� look�
at�the�law�enforcement�tactics�permitted�
at� the� time.� One� of� the� labor� leaders�
and� an� accomplice,� Ortie� McManigal,�
were� arrested� by� Chicago� police� and�
held�incognito�to�prevent�any�assistance�
by� defense� lawyers� while� extradition�
warrants� were� secretly� obtained� in�
California.� The� other� labor� leader� was�
arrested�in�Indianapolis�and�given�a�swift�
secret�hearing�on�the�extradition�warrant�
without� the� assistance� of� an� attorney.�
Both� labor� leaders� and� the� accomplice�
were� secretly� sent� across� the� country�
by�train�to�prevent�the�filing�of�a�writ�of�
habeas corpus.�
Once� in� California,� with� the� help�

of� local� authorities,� Burns� bugged�
the� attorney-witness� room� where� the�
defendants�eventually�met�with�defense�
counsel.� Burns� also� bribed� a� Chicago�
fortuneteller� who� was� consulted� by�
the�wife�of� the�accomplice.�Burns�paid�
the� fortuneteller� to� tell� the� wife� she�
foresaw�the�McNamara�brothers�turning�
against� her� husband� and� testifying�
against� him.� Then� Burns� permitted� the�
accomplice,�who�was�very�superstitious,�
to�call�his�wife�who�informed�him�of�the�
fortuneteller’s�prediction.�He�eventually�
agreed�to�testify�against�the�McNamaras.
Organized� labor� rallied� behind� the�

two� defendants.� Samuel� Gompers,�
the� head� of� the�America� Federation� of�
Labor,�contacted�Clarence�Darrow,�who�
recently� had� won� the� acquittal� of� Big�
Bill�Haywood,� a�Colorado� labor� leader�
who� was� charged� with� the� murder� of�
the�former�governor�of�Idaho.�Gompers�
said�the�AFL�would�guarantee�Darrow’s�
fee.�Despite�his�past�successes,�Darrow�
was� in� dire� financial� and� physical�
condition�and�was�faced�with�a�faltering�
marriage.� He� had� resolved� to� handle�
only�corporate�matters.�Finally,�Darrow�
agreed�to�take�the�case,�because�he�felt�if�
he�did�not�come�to�labor’s�aid,�he�would�
be�considered�a�traitor�to�labor’s�cause,�

which� he� had� long�
supported�and�defended.
Once� Darrow� took�

the� case,� both� he� and�
Burns� engaged� in�
an� unethical� public�
relations� campaign,�
intended� to� influence�
the� public,� and� most�
likely� the� prospective�
jury� panel.� The� leaks,�

news� releases,� public� comments� and�
the� news� coverage�were� outrageous� by�
today’s� standards,� but� were� common�
practice�at�that�time.
After� an� intense� preparation,�Darrow�

reluctantly� decided� his� clients� would�
certainly� be� convicted,� and� if� so,�
certainly� would� be� executed.� In� the�
midst�of�the�trial�both�defendants�entered�
pleas�of�guilty.�It�was�a�devastating�blow�
to�their�labor�supporters,�and�an�equally�
severe�blow�to�the�labor�movement.�
As� a� result� of� the� trial,� Darrow� was�

indicted�twice�for�bribing�witnesses.�He�
was� acquitted� at� the� first� trial� and� the�
second�trial�resulted�in�a�hung�jury.��
Burns� later� led� the� Bureau� of�

Investigation,� the� predecessor� to� the�
FBI.� He� eventually� resigned� after� he�
was� accused� of� mismanagement� of�
the� investigation� of� the� Teapot� Dome�
scandal� in� the� Harding� administration.�
He�was�replaced�by�J.�Edgar�Hoover.
The� labor� movement� continued� in�

a� down� spiral� until� the� 1930s� when� it�
gained� support� in� Franklin� Roosevelt’s�
administration.� Thirty-eight� members�
of�The�Structural�Iron�Workers�Union�in�
Indianapolis� were� convicted� of� crimes�
related�to�the�bombing.
This� book� is� well� written,� well�

researched,� and� exciting� with� the�
following� caveat.� The� author� describes�
numerous� historical� events� in� the�
fledging�movie�industry.�He�asserts�that�
the�arrests�of�the�labor�leaders�and�their�
trial�was�an�influence�on�producer�D.W.�
Griffith’s�early�efforts�at�movie�making.�
He�fails�in�this�effort.�The�movie�material�
is� not� particularly� relevant� to� the� story�
and,� although� interesting,� adds� little� to�
the�book.
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